Job details

Layout Artist Senior Level

Date posted
04 Jun 2021

Luma Pictures • Melbourne VIC 3004
Expired On
07 Jul 2021

Base pay

Work type

Contract type

$0 - $0

Full Time

Permanent

Full job description
Layout Artist (Senior Level) Melbourne, Australia / PICTURES LAYT / Full-time
The Layout Artist is responsible for creating cameras, creating and placing
rough environments and props and determining rough timing to pre-visualize
shots. Please note that this position will need to be held during Melbourne's
studio hours of Monday to Friday 8:00am to 5:00pm AEST. If you reside

Category
Editorial, Media & Creative
Arts
Occupation
Other
Base pay
$0 - $0
Contract type
Permanent
Work type
Full Time
Job mode
Standard/Business hours

interstate or overseas, the team requires you to offset your hours to match the
studio. You Can Facilitate the creation of a 3D version of the shot. Work under
the guidance and direction of the animation supervisor and layout lead Create
rough models and environments for pre-visualization. Assist theanimation
department with the technical set up of their assigned sequences, troubleshoot
any problems on their shots, and maintain the continuity and flow within and
between shots. Work as part of the team on the technical aspects of Layout.
You Have 5+ years experienceas a Layout artist on featurefilms, episodic or
commercials. A full portfolio demonstrating Layout and Matchmove skills and
breadth of subject matter. Knowledge of cinematic techniques, language and
shot composition. Knowledge of Maya or similar 3D package. A strong ability to
work under pressure in addition to implementing changes based on input from
multiple sources. A keen eye for detail. An ability to work within strict deadlines.
Excellent organization, communication and interpersonal skills Come as you
are. Luma is an equal opportunity employer.

Work Authorisation
AUSTRALIAN CITIZEN /
PERMANENT RESIDENT

